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ugging rituals and games survived in Ukraine from different epochs,
keeping a deep ethnological sense and didactic use. Through decades and
centuries, tugging traditions, which later formed the basis of different
sport competitions and educational exercises related to tugging, have
been modified, reflecting changed environments and social demands. As a rule, they
constituted an important part of rural street (open-air) life and entertainment as
well as public festivals associated with calendar or religious holidays, like Kolodiy,
Masliana, and Stritennia (Pancake Week, Shrovetide, and Candlemas Day, respectively) and Midsummer Day, Christmas, Easter holidays. A lot of popular customs
from pre-Christian (pagan) times passed to the Christian holidays and have continued
until now. Obviously, as a recognized researcher of folk life, V. Skurativsky, wrote, the
ethnographic term “street” to mean the ancient traditional form of youth entertainment that originated from the places of young people’s meetings.1
The above-mentioned entertainment was competitive, especially among young men.
Besides this, ritual celebrations executed educational, spiritual, and training functions
as a kind of knowledge transferred from generation to generation. The evolution of
beliefs about the world is clearly seen in this living entertainment as well as in the
development of so-called popular pedagogy, which intuitively incorporated the best
methodologies of learning about the world where moving entertainment and games
played a leading role. Such rituals and entertainment reflected the concept of good and
evil as well as light and dark sides of the world and incorporated the struggle between
good and evil. Among these kinds of entertainment were muscle-strengthening games,
including the tugging of rope, sticks, shafts, or poles. It’s interesting that in the Ancient
Rus Gospel was the illustration for the initial “Н” (Cyrillic letter) as a tugging exercise.2
Many forms of entertainment are connected to winter and spring holidays. In winter,
during Christmas holidays, young carolers disguised as angels and devils went door
to door while making a specific competition of tugging a shaft (pole) across a threshold. If the angels won, the year would be successful, bringing wealth to the family; if
devils won, the year wouldn’t be so favorable. Thus, young carolers
did their utmost to “tug devils from the house.” Such entertainment
was followed by interesting legends explaining the game of “tugging
the devil.” One of these legends says that on Christmas night, God
was so happy by His Son’s birth that He had let all the devils out of
the hell, and therefore they were making mischief. They could enter
houses and play rough tricks. There were various ways to move
naughty devils out of a house. One of such ways was when young
men disguised as angels tried to pull out mischievous devils from
the house by tugging a shaft or rope. Such a modified tradition has
remained in Ukrainian villages to present times. For example, each
year the villagers of Pistriakovo (Transcarpathian region, Western
Ukraine) enthusiastically prepare a Nativity play: they make costumes, rehearse, and secretly select among annual participants those
who will play the role of devils, and neither residents nor guests know
who they will be. Devils behave outrageously on streets or even
break into houses creating chaos. Traditionally all participants in
the Nativity play there are young unmarried men.
A similar form of entertainment was also typical for the Kolodiy/
Masliana/Stritennia holiday. However, the holiday is based on a different worldly outlook since it is concerned with bidding farewell
to winter and welcoming spring. Here we see the intertwining of
worldly beliefs world with religious feasts. In the last week before
Lent, local (village) youth parties were convivial and included refreshments and “street”—that is, open-air entertainment and games—to

Initial “Н” letter from Ancient
Rus Hospel in the form of tug-ofwar. Source: A. Tsos, N. Dedeliuk.
History of Physical Education
in the Territory of Ukraine from
the Most Ancient Times to the
Beginning of the Nineteenth
Century published by the Eastern
European National University
named after L. Ukrainka (Lutsk).
Reprinted with permission of the
illustrator (A. Tsos) and publishers.
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expel winter. Young people disguised themselves as angels and devils,
the latter symbolized the winter, the former, the spring. Victory
determined how fast the spring would come.
On Kolodiy holidays, rope tugging was also popular as in other
festive events, but with some distinctions. Two teams competed in
strength contests between themselves using a long rope while standing back to back to each other. One team embodied winter and the
other was spring. According to folk superstitions, essential in those
times, the competition would determine when spring would arrive
and how long would winter resist spring’s arrival.
During spring, autumn, and winter festive days or rest days, young
people in Ukrainian villages united in youth groups for collective
pastimes. As a rule, such entertainment were distinctly gender
divided. While girls played roundelays, sang, and disguised themselves as different characters, young men preferred outdoor games
and strength exercises such as those related to tugging games.
Today, old calendar and religious rituals and folk traditions have
been lost. Their sacred and philosophical sense remain, however, as
a component of festive events in today’s social life. They are practiced often at popular trade fairs, at traditional festive events in
local communities like wedding ceremonies and city or village days.
One of the oldest well-known Ukrainian fairs is at the village of
Sorochyntsi, Poltava region. In the nineteenth century, this fair was
like many others in Ukraine, but owes its popularity to the famous
writer Nikolai Gogol, who was born in Sorochyntsi. In his short story
“The Fair at Sorochyntsi,” he described all the wheeling and dealing
that have remained a part of the fair to today. The story is a fantastic
play between dream and reality: a devil is cast out of hell and tries
to find his luck in a small Ukrainian village where the fair is going to be held. Today, a
masked devil and other Ukrainian folk characters take part in all the entertainment at
the Sorochyntsi Fair. The interaction of these characters, which represent the perennial
struggle between light and dark forces, has inspired a number of modern artists. One
example is the musical tragicomedy film The Lost Letter by Dovzhenko Film Studios in
Kyiv (1972, director: B. Ivchenko) based on Gogol’s stories and filled with Ukrainian
culture, Ukrainian cuisine, costumes, traditions, mysticism, and comic situations,
where the main characters are a Ukrainian Cossack and a devil. Other example is a creative work of Ukrainian sculptor and ceramist, Olha Rapay-Markish: her artwork was
born in the same incomprehensible and wise depths of Ukrainian folklore as Petrykivka painting…
masks of wood-spirits, sorcerers and joyful evil spirits as if from medieval carnivals, semi-forgotten Cossack villages with their disturbing and turbulent life.3

Historical strength games are used today in the education, particularly, in physical training, preschool, primary school, and extramural activities. Tug-of-war games
with rope or a long or short stick, shaft, or pole are good examples of self-organizing
a collective: the game is started with team building which is based in many cases upon
selection or nursery rhymes and acquaintance with popular rituals and traditions.
There are a lot of special textbooks and manuals with collection of such rhymes, for
example, “Dzyha” (Peg-top). Ukrainian children and youth folk games and entertainment make building teams a form of a separate game.4
Among Ukrainian folk tug-of-war games used in preschool and school programs
for strength and balance development we can mention “tug the devil,” “tug the beech,”
“whose father is stronger?,” “tug the rope without rope,” “tug the cat,” and other games.
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The game “tug the devil” has some variations depending on the age of the players.
For instance, the players are divided into two teams; the first remains in the anteroom while the second goes out. The border between them is the threshold. The first
line players take up a long, straight stick, and with the help of other members of their
team they try to pull it to their side. The winners earn the title “angels,” and the losers,“sinners.”5 In another version, the players are teenagers or young men (six to twenty
players) who are divided into two teams with selected leaders. They mark the center of
a two-to-three-meter shaft or pole. The leaders stand in circles drawn on the ground.
They take up the pole at equal distance from the center. Other players take up the pole
behind leaders or—if there is not enough pole—clutch at the back of a neighbor. On
cue, they start tugging the pole towards them.6
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“Tug the beech” is for two boys and a referee. The players sit on the floor with the
soles of their feet touching each other. They take up a stout stick and tug with the goal
of getting their opponent off the ground and thrown over. “Whose father is stronger?” is similar in that two players sit on the floor with the soles of their feet touching,
but instead of using a stick, they hold hands while trying to tug the other. “Tug the
rope without rope” is a team game in which two rows of students stand opposite one
another divided by a line. The first member in each row clutch hands while the other
team members link with each other under their armpits. The row that tugs all members of the opposing team across the line wins.7
“Tug the cat” requires four boy participants. Two boys get down on all fours, with
their heads on opposite sides. Two other players lie down on them, embracing them
below the neck by legs and take up a stout stick. On cue, the boys on all fours move
in opposite directions, trying to pull the other team.
Many researchers and pedagogues working to introduce traditional games into
school curriculum point out that tugging games in their different forms build character and positive behavior through results-oriented mindsets, fast adaptation to
appropriate conditions, and socialization because tugging games encapsulate trust
in one other and a feeling of responsibility in the results. In addition, the mentioned
games also have positive effects in developing concentration, stamina, motor skills,
and various muscles. As J. Pillai and V. Achille state in Learning with Intangible Heritage
for a Sustainable Future. Guidelines for Educators in the Asia-Pacific Region, traditional
games—and we can add, historical tug-of-war games—could be included as national
ICH, as the tradition can transmit motor skills such as agility, flexibility, control, and
balance; team building and notions of leadership; and an understanding of the body.
The knowledge of local sports, games, physical activity can also be transmitted and
promote self-respect and self-discipline.8
Recently, methodological literature connected with open-air and strength games
has been prepared in different educational establishments in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Lviv,
Kremenchug, Chernivtsi, Fastiv, and other cities, based upon earlier studies of wellknown Ukrainian scientists, writers, and ethnographers.
Tug-of-war games have been an historical and important part of martial and physical training in Ukraine since the ancient times of the Kyiv Rus State (ninth to eleventh
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centuries) and the Cossack State (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries). Tugging traditions have transformed into a sport competitions. The discipline of tug-of-war games
is now officially recognized and promoted by the Federation of Strongest Athletes of
Ukraine and Tug-of-War Sport.
Contrary to festive entertainment and children games, sport competitions have
strict rules concerning team composition (eight players), weight of participants, length
and diameter of the rope, and other facets. Different tug-of-war competitions take
place in Ukraine, such as the Ukrainian Tug-of-War Cup and the Open Championship
of Tug-of War for Adults, Young Men, and Children in addition to local tug-of-war
competitions in cities and regions. Especially, tugging sports are popular among
students, sport clubs, and Ukrainian military men and women as a continuation of
Cossack training. Different tug-of-war competitions are held often in high military
schools and armed forces of Ukraine. It’s interesting that the traditional sport now
has no gender orientation and that tug-of-war contests have become especially popular among women.
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